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*spelling test every other Friday 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week Homework Spellings 

1 Section 2 Test 2 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

-y making a vowel sound 
rhyme, baby, rhythm, city, symbol, system, forty, curiosity, usually, energy 

2 Section 2 Test 3 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Spelling test 

3 Section 2 Test 4 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Words ending in –ibly and –ably 
understandably, suitably, horribly, responsibly, miserably, possibly, responsibly, comfortably, adorably, visibly 

4 Section 2 Test 5 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Spelling test 

5 ROBINWOOD 

6 Section 2 Test 6 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Homophones 
allowed, aloud, guessed, guest, passed, past, lead, led, ball, bawl 

7 Progress Test 1  
Remember to do this on a separate sheet of paper 

Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Spelling test 

 HALF TERM HALF TERM 

1 Section 2 Test 7 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Words ending in –ent 
frequent, patient, ancient, innocent, dependent, intelligent, obedient, magnificent, innocent, decent 

2 Section 2 Test 8 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Spelling test 

3 Section 2 Test 9 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Double letters 
embarrass, excellent, exaggerate, especially, interrupt, brilliant, difficult, stubborn, success, plummet 

4 Section 2 Test 10 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Spelling test 

5 Section 2 Test 11 
Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Words ending in –ence 
silence, absence, magnificence, intelligence, obedience, dependence, innocence, patience, violence, competence 

6 Progress Test 1  
Remember to do this on a separate sheet of paper 

Choose a homework task (PTO) 

Spelling test 



 

Homework on this row is 
worth 20 House points 

Imagine you are going to 
teach the class about the 

solar system.  Come up with 
a suitable starter activity for 

your lesson. 
 

Create a comic strip 
explaining why Martin Luther 

King is so inspirational. 

Write a newspaper article 
about the first Moon landing. 

Design a web page about 
Galileo. 

Homework on this row is 
worth 10 House points 

Create a flow diagram/chart  
to    explain the life cycle of 

humans. 
 

Write a detailed book report 
for your current reading 

book. 

Write 10 – 15 challenging 
quiz questions about what 
we have covered in science 

so far. 
 

Write a blurb for your 
current reading book. 

Homework on this row is 
worth 5 House points 

Create a mind map 
summarising todays’ lesson 

or topic we are studying. 
 

Identify key terms we have 
learnt in this science topic 

and write a dictionary. 
 

Create a new front cover for 
a book that you have read. 

Create a poster to 
summarise todays’ lesson or 

topic we are studying. 
 

Homework on this row is 
worth 2 House points 

Draw a picture of a character 
in your reading book. 

Play a board game with a 
member of your family and 

ask them to write a 
comment in your planner. 

Write three tweets to 
summarise your learning so 

far this term. 
 

Write each of you spellings in 
a sentence, using them 

correctly. 

 
 
 
  
 


